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Standardization not completed for all known 
pharmacogenes or consensus not reached

Caudle KE, et al. Genet Med. 2017;19(2):215-223.



Example: current terms for VKORC1 in ClinVar



Example: current terms for mt-RNR1 in ClinVar



Terms used for clinical 
significance in ClinVar

Additional standardized terms will be 
needed that are beyond the scope of 
previous term standardization effort



Identifying genes for term standardization
• Inclusion:

• CPIC level A or B genes
• Currently being considered for guidelines per Kelly Caudle

• COMT (level C)
• OPRM1 (level C/D)

• Currently being considered for implementation
• F5 (level C)

• Exclusion
• Standardized in Part 1

• Drug metabolizing enzyme
• E.g. NAT, CYP4F2

• Drug transporter
• E.g. ABCB1

• When drug-gene pairs with similar relationships were identified, one can 
be kept as a representative
• E.g. Valproic acid and urea cycle enzymes, RYR1/CACNA1S and malignant hyperthermia
• Enzyme deficiencies treated by drug 

• GBA and valaglucerase alfa, NAGS and carglumic acid



Genes with CPIC guidelines with standardized 
terms

Gene Drug
CPIC 
Level

Efficacy, adverse reaction, both? Description

TPMT/NUDT15 thiopurines A both efficacy and adverse reaction PK basis

CYP2C19
clopidogrel, voriconazole, PPIs, 

antidepressants
A both efficacy and adverse reaction PK basis

CYP2C9 warfarin, NSAIDs, phenytoin A both efficacy and adverse reaction PK basis

CYP2D6 codeine, antidepressants, atomoxetine A both efficacy and adverse reaction PK basis

HLA
abacavir, allopurinol, carbamazepine, 

oxcarbazepine
A adverse reaction only immune risk

SLCO1B1 simvastatin A adverse reaction only PK basis

DPYD fluoropyrimidines A adverse reaction only PK basis

CYP3A5 tacrolimus A both efficacy and adverse reaction PK basis

UGT1A1 atazanavir A adverse reaction only PK basis

Most are PK basis



Non-standardized genes with CPIC guidelines

Gene Drug CPIC Level
Efficacy, adverse 
reaction, both?

Description

RYR1/CACNA1S
halogenated 
anesthetics, 

succinylcholine
A Adverse reaction only

Variants in Ca channels cause 
adverse drug reaction

CFTR ivacaftor A Efficacy only
Loss of function variants predict 

drug efficacy (drug targets specific 
Cl channel variants)

G6PD rasburicase A Adverse reaction only
Variants cause adverse drug 
reaction through loss of drug 

detoxification pathway

IFNL3
peginterferon alfa-

2a
A Efficacy only Genotype predicts drug efficacy

VKORC1 warfarin A
Both efficacy and 
adverse reaction

Variants cause altered efficacy and 
adverse reaction risk due to dose 

sensitivity



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future

Gene Drugs
CPIC 
Level

Efficacy, adverse 
reaction, both?

Description

MT-RNR1
aminoglycoside 
antibacterials

A/B Adverse reaction only Mitochondrial rRNA variants cause ototoxicity

Enzyme 
deficiencies (GBA, 

NAGS)

velaglucerase 
alfa, carglumic 

acid
B Efficacy only

Velaglucerase alfa (VPRIV) treats GBA gene 
deficiency (Gaucher disease); Carglumic acid 

treats N-acetylglutamate synthase (NAGS) 
deficiency

HPRT1
mycophenolic 

acid
B Adverse reaction only

MMF causes exacerbation of hereditary deficiency 
of HPRT1 leading to accumulation of uric acid

ABL2, ASL, ASS1, 
CPS1, OTC (urea 
cycle enzymes)

valproic acid B Adverse reaction only
Urea cycle enzyme deficiency. VPA causes 

hyperammonemic encephalopathy

POLG valproic acid B Adverse reaction only
Mitochondrial DNA polymerase gamma. VPA 

causes acute liver failure with variant



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future cont.

Gene Drug
CPIC 
Level

Efficacy, adverse 
reaction, both?

Description

SCN1A
phenytoin, 

carbamazepine
B ?

Sodium channel modifying antiepileptic efficacy 
(& toxicity?) - drug site of action

SLC6A4
Citalopram, 

escitalopram
B/C ?

Serotonin transporter modifying SSRI efficacy (& 
toxicity?) - drug site of action

COMT SSRI C ?
Level C but considering now for guidelines. 

Enzyme metabolizing neurotransmitters

F5
eltrombopag, 

hormonal 
contraceptives

C Adverse reaction only
Level C but considering now for implementation. 
Coagulation factor increasing risk of thrombosis.

OPRM1 opioids C/D ?
Level C/D but considering now for guidelines. 

Opioid receptor- drug site of action



Allele function terms



Current CPIC allele functionality table (abbreviated) – RYR1
rsID

Nucleotide 
change

Protein 
change

Allele 
Functional 

Status
Finding References

rs193922747 c.103T>C p.C35R
Increased 
function

positive IVCT
9066328, 16163667, 
17710899, 20681998

increased sensitivity to halothane, but less than all other RYR1 investigated variants (R163C, G248R, G341R, I403M, Y522S, R552W, R614C/L, R2163C/H, G2434R, R2435H, R2458H/C); 
not increased sensitivity to caffeine compared to to vector-transfected HEK-293 9334205
lower maximal peak amplitudes of caffeine-induced calcium release; amplitude of calcium release in response to low concentrations of caffeine and halothane was higher than with 
wildtype 9873004

rs63749869 c.14582G>A p.R4861H
Uncertain 
function

4-chloro-m-cresol resulted in almost no increase in the [Ca2+]i was observed for 4861 while  in contrast, the addition of 300 μM 4-chloro-m-cresol to lymphoblastoid cells from control 
individuals or from an individual harbouring the MHS mutation Val2168Met caused a substantial increase in the [Ca2+]i. a release of calcium from intracellular stores in the absence of 
any pharmacological activators of RYR; significantly smaller thapsigargin-sensitive intracellular calcium stores compared to lymphoblasts from control individuals; normal sensitivity of 
the calcium release to the RYR inhibitor dantrolene 11741831
mutation detected was concordant with CCD status only; MHN 14985404
positive IVCT in CCD patient 12565913, 17081152
positive CHCT 23558838

rs118192170 c.14693T>C p.I4898T
Decreased 
function

I4898T led to a simultaneous increase in intracellular calcium concentrations and decrease in sarcoplasmic reticulum luminal calcium concentrations suggesting a calcium “leak” from 
the SR lumen; I4898T led to increased sensitivity to calcium but decreased binding of ryanodine vs. normal RYR1 and decreased response to caffeine; positive IVCT 10097181

homozygous expression of I4897T in dyspedic myotubes results in a complete uncoupling of sarcolemmal excitation from voltage-gated SR Ca(2+) release without significantly altering 
resting cytosolic Ca(2+) levels, SR Ca(2+) content, or RyR1-mediated enhancement of dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR) channel activity; Coexpression of both I4897T and wild-type RyR1 
resulted in a 60% reduction in voltage-gated SR Ca(2+) release, again without altering resting cytosolic Ca(2+) levels, SR Ca(2+) content, or DHPR channel activity 11274444
not elevated resting calcium; no spontaneous calcium oscillations; caffeine fails to activate calcium release 11524458
incorporation of the I4897T mutation into leaky release channels arising from either NH2-terminal (Y523S) or COOH-terminal (Y4795C) CCD mutations in RyR1 blocked the ability of 
these mutations to cause store depletion and an elevation in resting calcium; myotubes expressing the double mutants were EC uncoupled since they completely lacked voltage-gated 
SR calcium release 

12642598

no high-affinity 3H-ryanodine binding was detected;  Ca2+ (pCa 7) and ATP (1 mM) present in the medium did not activate the variant channels as significantly as with wt RYR1; 
Homotetrameric I4897T did not release Ca2+ at any of the Ca2+ concentrations tested; Ca2+-dependent Ca2+ release was not found in the CCD mutant I4897T; Expression of wt RyR 
with mutant RyR1 in the ratio 1:2 restored Ca2+ sensitivity  partially for I4897T; expressed in the ratio 1:1, Ca2+ sensitivity was completely restored

15175001

myotubes from the CCD pa-tients harboring the I4898T and R4893W RYR1 mutations showed a significant increase in the background levels of IL-6 released in the absence of an 
exogenous pharmacological activator of the RYR; background release of IL-6 blunted the stimulatory effect of 4-chloro-m-cresol to myo- tubes from the CCD patient harboring the 
I4898T mutation; addition of caffeine caused a significant increase in IL-6 release

15299003

positive IVCT in CCD patient 17081152

RYR1 mutant linked to CCD, I4898T, did not show any response at any concentration of 4-chloro-m-cresol including more than 500  M 20461000

in 4-6-mo-old heterozygous Ryr1(I4895T/+) knock-in mice (IT/+) electrically evoked and 4-chloro-m-cresol-induced Ca(2+) release were significantly reduced and slowed in single intact 
flexor digitorum brevis fibers; Single-channel measurements of purified recombinant channels incorporated in planar lipid bilayers revealed that Ca(2+) permeation was abolished for 
homotetrameric IT channels and significantly reduced for heterotetrameric WT:IT channels.

21149547

Inhibition of voltage-gated Ca(2+) release due to reduction in SR Ca2+ content 21825032

decreases voltage-gated calcium release and resting cytosolic calcium levels in mice; increases endoplasmic reticulum stress/unfolded protein response, enhances Ca2+ uptake/ROS 
production by interfibrillar mitochondria, activates proapoptotic pathways and decreases protein synthesis

28337975

• Current allele functional status describes 
RYR1 protein channel biochemical
function, not clinical function.

• Increased, uncertain, and decreased 
function alleles are all high-risk MH-
causative variants.



Allele terms have been used to describe 
different steps of the drug-PK-PD pathway

Drug/ active 
metabolites

PK 
(DME/transporter)

PD on-target 
drug binding

Efficacy surrogate

PD off-target 
drug binding

Toxicity surrogate

Non-drug binding  
response modifiers

RYR1 uncertain function allele

VKORC1 decreased 
warfarin dose allele

Outcome 
(efficacy)

Outcome 
(toxicity)

Elimination

RYR1 MH-causative 
allele

CYP2C19 decreased 
function allele

DME: drug-metabolizing enzyme; PD: pharmacodynamic

G6PD Deficient allele

IFNL3 Favorable response 
allele

Future: OPRM1, SLC6A4



Non-standardized genes with CPIC guidelines

Gene Drug Gene product Relation to drug
CPIC allele 

function term 
(table)

CPIC allele function 
term (guideline text, if 

different)

Example terms 
reported by labs*

RYR1/CACNA1S
halogenated 
anesthetics, 

succinylcholine
Channel

Variants in Ca channels 
cause adverse drug 

reaction

Increased, 
decreased, 
uncertain 
function

MH-causative allele; 
negative for MH-
causative allele

High-risk (MH) allele; 
absence of specific high 

risk (MH) allele

CFTR ivacaftor Channel
Drug site of action; drug 
targets specific variants

-
Dysfunctional, non-

functional
-

G6PD rasburicase Enzyme

Variants cause adverse 
drug reaction through loss 

of drug detoxification 
pathway

IV/normal; I-
III/deficient

Nondeficient allele; 
deficient allele

Absence of G6PD 
deficient allele, G6PD 

deficient allele; 
pathogenic

IFNL3
peginterferon 

alfa-2a
Cytokine

Genotype predicts drug 
efficacy

-
Favorable response 
allele; Unfavorable 

response allele
-

VKORC1 warfarin Enzyme

Variants cause altered 
efficacy and adverse 

reaction risk due to dose 
sensitivity

Decreased 
warfarin dose; 

normal
- Functional

*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future

Gene Drug Gene product Relation to drug
Example terms reported 

by labs*

MT-RNR1
aminoglycoside 
antibacterials

Mitochondrial 
rRNA

Variants cause increased 
off-target binding 

leading to ototoxicity

High-risk variant, No high-
risk variant detected (St. 

Jude)
Enzyme deficiencies 

(GBA, NAGS)
velaglucerase alfa, 

carglumic acid
Enzyme

Drugs replace deficient 
enzyme -

HPRT1 mycophenolic acid Enzyme
Drug causes 

exacerbation of enzyme 
deficiency and ADE

-

ABL2, ASL, ASS1, CPS1, 
OTC (urea cycle 

enzymes)
valproic acid Enzyme

Drug causes 
exacerbation of enzyme 

deficiency and ADE
-

POLG valproic acid Enzyme
Drug causes 

exacerbation of enzyme 
deficiency and ADE

-

*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future cont.

Gene Drug
Gene 

product
Relation to drug Example terms reported by labs*

SCN1A
phenytoin, 

carbamazepine
Sodium 
channel

Site of action for sodium 
channel blocking antiepileptics

-

SLC6A4
citalopram, 

escitalopram
Serotonin 

transporter
Site of action for SSRIs Decreased expression

COMT SSRI Enzyme
Enzyme alters concentrations 

of neurotransmitters also 
increased by drug

-

F5
eltrombopag, 

hormonal 
contraceptives

Coagulation 
factor

Further enhances risk of 
thrombosis with drugs

Factor V Leiden mutation

OPRM1 opioids Receptor Drug site of action -

*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Phenotype terms



Like allele function, phenotype terms have been used to 
describe different steps of the drug-PK-PD pathway

Drug/ active 
metabolites

PK 
(DME/transporter)

PD on-target 
drug binding

Efficacy surrogate

PD off-target 
drug binding

Toxicity surrogate

Non-drug binding  
response modifiers

UGT1A1 poor metabolizer (atazanavir)

Warfarin dose

Outcome 
(efficacy)

Outcome 
(toxicity)

Elimination

RYR1 Malignant 
hyperthermia 
susceptible

CYP2D6 poor metabolizer
SLCO1B1 decreased function

DME: drug-metabolizing enzyme; PD: pharmacodynamic

G6PD deficient

IFNL3 Favorable response 
genotype

Homozygous or heterozygous 
for G551D-CFTR



Non-standardized genes with CPIC guidelines
Gene Drug Gene product Relation to drug CPIC phenotype terms Example terms reported by labs*

RYR1/CACNA1S
halogenated 
anesthetics, 

succinylcholine
Channel

Variants in Ca channels 
cause adverse drug 

reaction

Malignant Hyperthermia 
Susceptible; Uncertain  MH 

Susceptibility
Increased risk; normal risk; negative

CFTR ivacaftor Channel
Drug site of action; drug 
targets specific variants

Homozygous/heterozygous/ 
noncarrier for

G551D-CFTR; Homozygous for 
F508del-CFTR

Positive, Negative

G6PD rasburicase Enzyme

Variants cause adverse 
drug reaction through loss 

of drug detoxification 
pathway

Normal; variable; deficient; 
deficient with CNSHA

Normal G6PD Efficiency;
Negative/Positive; Indeterminate; 
Pathogenic

IFNL3
peginterferon 

alfa-2a
Cytokine

Genotype predicts drug 
efficacy

Favorable/unfavorable response 
genotype

Increased/decreased sustained virologic 
response; reduced response; unfavorable 
response genotype; favorable/unfavorable 
genotype

VKORC1 warfarin Enzyme

Variants cause altered 
efficacy and adverse 

reaction risk due to dose 
sensitivity

VKORC1 c.-1639G>A A/G or A/A; 
VKORC1 c.-1639G>A G/G

Resistant++, Resistant+, Normal, Sensitive-, 
Sensitive--;
VKORC1 resistance, No VKORC1 resistance; 
Normal activity, Intermediate activity, Low 
activity
Intermediate Warfarin Sensitivity; 
High sensitivity, Medium sensitivity, Low 
Sensitivity;
rs9923231 A Allele Carrier; functional*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future

Gene Drug Gene product Relation to drug Example terms reported by labs*

MT-RNR1
aminoglycoside 

antibiotics
Mitochondrial 

rRNA

Variants cause increased off-
target binding leading to 

ototoxicity

Aminoglycoside Ototoxicity Susceptible, 
Uncertain aminoglycoside ototoxicity 
(St. Jude)
Positive, Negative

Enzyme deficiencies 
(GBA, NAGS)

velaglucerase alfa, 
carglumic acid

Enzyme Drugs replace deficient enzyme Positive, Negative; Pathogenic

HPRT1 mycophenolic acid Enzyme
Drug causes exacerbation of 
enzyme deficiency and ADE

-

ABL2, ASL, ASS1, 
CPS1, OTC (urea 
cycle enzymes)

valproic acid Enzyme
Drug causes exacerbation of 
enzyme deficiency and ADE

Positive, Negative

POLG valproic acid Enzyme
Drug causes exacerbation of 
enzyme deficiency and ADE

-

*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Non-standardized genes without CPIC guidelines 
that may be considered in the future cont.

Gene Drug
Gene 

product
Relation to drug Example terms reported by labs*

SCN1A
phenytoin, 

carbamazepine
Sodium 
channel

Site of action for sodium channel 
blocking antiepileptics

-

SLC6A4
citalopram, 

escitalopram
Serotonin 

transporter
Site of action for SSRIs

Long/short allele; 
Reduced/typical to increased expression; 
Reduced response
HTTLPR Long Form
Poor responder

COMT SSRI Enzyme
Enzyme alters concentrations of 
neurotransmitters also increased 

by drug

Poor/normal metabolizer; Intermediate/normal/high 
activity; Normal metabolizer; 
Non MET Homozygous

F5
eltrombopag, 

hormonal 
contraceptives

Coagulation 
factor

Further enhances risk of 
thrombosis with drugs

Normal risk,  Increased risk; Non Factor V Leiden 
Carrier; Normal thrombosis risk; Negative

OPRM1 opioids Receptor Drug site of action
Reduced expressor; Asp/Asp isoform; rs1799971 A 
Allele Carrier/rs510679 TT genotype; Normal Opioid 
Responder; increased/decreased opioid sensitivity

*from available sample reports: Mayo, Kailos, OneOme, PGxOne, Genesight, Northshore, ARUP, RPRD



Conclusions

• Terms standardized in the original term standardization effort will not 
work universally for future pharmacodynamic pharmacogenes.

• Another Delphi process is likely necessary to standardize allele 
function terms and phenotype terms for non-standardized genes with 
CPIC guidelines already and other actionable genes.

• Heterogeneity in the pharmacodynamic genes presents unique 
challenges and considerations.
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